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A new type of corporation poses a jarring question to would-be investors: Are you willing to bet
on a company where the aim isn't just to make a profit?
On July 17, Delaware is expected to become at least the 18th state to let companies incorporate
as so-called benefit corporations. The move is seen as a seal of approval for the new structure,
given Delaware's role as a popular base for corporations.
Delaware's move opens the doors to more companies becoming benefit corporations and,
eventually, offering shares to the public on stock exchanges, backers say. Currently, many of
these companies are closely held but some sell stakes to private investors or might do so down
the road.
Benefit corporations are charged with a dual mission: to earn profits and pursue social change,
which can range from helping small farmers to providing jobs for people who used to be
homeless or incarcerated.
Directors of traditional corporations are obligated to maximize shareholder value. But benefitcorporation directors generally are required to consider both goals and, potentially, to let doing
good trump financial gain.
Supporters say the distinction is important. Many companies market themselves as do-gooders or
environmental stewards, while many investors avoid companies that sell products they don't
approve of, seeking out firms they consider socially responsible.
But benefit corporations appeal to investors and entrepreneurs who believe companies should
have leeway to make nonfinancial goals a decisive factor in corporate decisions.
"What I'm looking for as an investor is to invest in companies with a social mission, where
they're looking to factor in having a positive impact on their communities," says Ben Cohen, cofounder of ice-cream maker Ben & Jerry's Homemade, which was sold to Unilever in 2000.
Mr. Cohen has a small stake in Alter Eco Americas, a supplier of organic foods where he serves
as a director. The San Francisco firm plans to formally become a benefit corporation next month
in Delaware, after the legislation takes effect, co-founder Mathieu Senard says.
Alter Eco is an importer and wholesaler of organic food products purchased from small-scale
farmers and certified as procured in compliance with fair-trade standards, Mr. Senard says. "We

want that to be protected," he says. The risk is that, as companies expand, they compromise and
"little by little, their mission is reduced," he says.
Ownership of existing benefit corporations varies. Greyston Bakery, of Yonkers, N.Y., which
provides brownies for Ben & Jerry's Chocolate Fudge Brownie flavor, is owned by a nonprofit
foundation. Give Something Back Office Supplies is owned by its two founders, but they might
eventually take on other investors in order to expand, says co-founder Michael Hannigan, the
Oakland, Calif., company's president. It steers all its profits to nonprofit groups.
The benefit-corporation structure has potential pitfalls for investors. One concern is the
possibility of losing out on making money because the social mission is deemed more important
than boosting the bottom line. It also isn't clear how many investors are interested in such
companies, and a limited pool of potential owners could make it hard to sell a benefitcorporation investment, says Dana Brakman Reiser, a professor at Brooklyn Law School.
Directors also could have broad cover to act in ways investors might not like, she says, and that
could leave investors with little leverage if they don't think the company is doing as well as it
should financially or achieving its social mission.
In addition, the benefit-corporation structure is in its infancy. As a result, there isn't much of a
track record to show whether financial returns generally suffer or benefit from prioritizing social
missions. The legal landscape for how benefit corporations balance competing concerns is
unformed.
Rick Alexander, a Delaware lawyer who helped draft the state's statute, says he is "somewhat
skeptical" there will be widespread use of the model among publicly traded companies. The
Securities and Exchange Commission would likely want companies to clearly disclose to
investors how benefit corporations differ from traditional ones.
About 250 companies are believed to have become benefit corporations in various states since
the first statute was passed in 2010 in Maryland, says Bill Clark, a lawyer at Drinker Biddle &
Reath who wrote a version of the statute used as a template by states.
Many benefit corporations are small, but some are well-established. King Arthur Flour, of
Norwich, Vt., is 223 years old and has been 100% owned by its roughly 300 employees for
nearly a decade.
More than 700 other companies have met a set of standards to get certified as "b corps" by B
Lab, a nonprofit group in Wayne, Pa. Some standards relating to corporate governance could
lead some of the companies to incorporate as benefit corporations, says Andrew Kassoy, a B Lab
co-founder.
Outside investors in benefit corporations include institutions and high-net-worth individuals, Mr.
Kassoy says. Insurance giant Prudential Financial and Union Square Ventures, a New Yorkbased venture-capital firm that manages more than $500 million, are among the investors in
companies certified by B Lab.

In acquisitions, directors of benefit corporations typically aren't required to maximize
shareholder value by seeking the best price, Mr. Clark says. They can reject deal offers if the
board thinks the company's social mission could be compromised following a takeover.
Investors aren't always protected by the structure of traditional corporations, says Mr. Kassoy.
Steep losses suffered by many companies during the financial crisis show that it is a "fiction"
that traditional companies always succeed at maximizing shareholder value, he says.
The benefit-corporation model "allows the investor to know what they're getting," he says.
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